Arbitration procedure

You and your ex will need to select an
arbitrator.
The arbitrator will adjudicate your
dispute and make an award.

You, your ex (and your solicitors)
create a shortlist of potential
arbitrators and send it to the IFLA
together with the signed Form ARB1.

You, your ex (and your solicitors) agree
on an arbitrator and send a request
to the IFLA together with the signed
Form ARB1.

The appointment is offered to the
arbitrator. The arbitrator will seek
you and your ex’s agreement to his or
her terms.
This will include the arbitrator’s fees.

Arbitrator accepts the appointment.
At this point, you and your ex are
bound by the final arbitral award.

The arbitrator will contact you and your ex to discuss
how to progress the arbitration. There is
considerable flexibility when it comes to procedure
which means your case can progress in the best way
for you and your ex.
Normally, at the outset, the arbitrator will invite you
and your ex to set out briefly the nature of the dispute,
the issues that need to be resolved and what
procedure you would like to follow.
There may be face-to-face meetings, telephone
conferences or Skype calls.
After hearing both your and your ex’s views, the
arbitrator will give instructions (or “directions”) and set
a timetable for the arbitration. These directions could
include exchanging financial disclosure, evidence
gathering and instructing an expert as well what
procedural steps will be undertaken.

Once all the directions have been compiled with and
the arbitrator has all the required information and
your views on what should happen he or she will
deliver their written judgment (called an award).
Depending on how you and your ex have decided to
deal with the arbitration, this award may come after a
hearing with the arbitrator where you both give
evidence or it may be that you are able to avoid a
hearing altogether and just give the arbitrator your
written submissions.
The award is final and binding on you and your ex.

In most cases you and your ex will then apply to the
court for the award to be turned into a court order.
Having the award in a court order may be legally
necessary (eg for pension sharing) and makes it
easier to enforce the terms (if you need to).

